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Singer/Soulwriter
Playing only four shows throughout
2020 was the least amount in a year's
time since starting a band at the young
age of ten. Elliott hit the road at 17
(wielding any of the 10 instruments he
plays) and eventually became sideman
and musical director for artists such as:
Gavin DeGraw, Phillip Phillips, and Eric

Glamour Magazine and Julia Michaels took
notice in early ’19, when Blaufuss covered the
pop smash “Issues” on youtube.
When Covid hit Elliott started AIRWAVS, a
long distance musical collaboration reaching
over 33 artists across the country. It was
released in May with the proceeds going to
the artists involved.
With new music and videos on the way, he
also gives a thoughtful perspective on society
in his pandemic-based, visual poem
Neighbors, an interview discussing race in

Hutchinson.
While writing and performing his own
material casually for years, he is finally
putting his own vehicle into drive with
the releases of the Funk/Soul EP “Red”
in 2018, followed by the warm and
emotive “Blue” in late 2019.

2021 and a heartfelt and truthful collection of
writings and poems called "The Wicker
Basket", soon to be available.
Whether he is singing a ballad behind the
organ or tearing up a Telecaster, keep an eye
out and a chair open for this colorful and
soulful troubadour.
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"YOU'RE SO FRICKIN' TALENTED AND I
DIDN'T MEAN 'FRICKIN'!" - KELLY
CLARKSON
MGMT • MitchellKenne@gmail.com
515-971-5269 • Nashville, TN

'YOU SANG MY SONG'

"I'M STILL JAMMIN' THOUGH!" - JULIA
MICHAELS
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AIRWAVS

A PANDEMIC POEM
"...it ain't the last time your horn
will a blow
and it ain't the last time your
boat will a row...

and it ain't the last cloud that
your wing's gonna touch
and it ain't the last girl
that you'll love very much...
but it is for today"

